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                      OFFER PUB – BREWERY (3 vessels) 

                    2.5 hl per brew SR COPPER BREWERY   
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE BREWING PROCESS 
 

1. THE MALT 

 

           The malt should be ground at constant granulomere so you have a good bed 

for filtration after mashing and a maximum conversion of the starch into sugar.  

            The quality should always be the same, which enables the brewer to provide 

his customers with a  perfect product at all times. 

 

2. MASHING (infusion method) 

 

 At that stage, the ground malt is poured into the mash and brew kettle.  The 

quantity depends on the type of beer to be produced (soft or heavy beer). ( normal 

pilsner beer +/- 18 Kg/ Hl) 

            The malt is mixed with water and heated at variable temperatures in order to 

optimize the enzymatic functions which cause a good extraction of elements such 

as : glucose, maltose,  proteins,..., components which allow to brew the beer.  

            From the moment the conversion is done,  the mash process is completed. 

The malt is pumped to the lautertun. 

 

3. FILTRATION 

 

 After mashing the separation of the grinded malt and washing is carried out 

in the lautertun.  The  liquid or the wort is separated from the malt which settles on 

the slotted base of the tun and acts as  a filter.  The wort is sent back to the brew 

kettle.  

            The last useful components are washed out of the malt to get an optimal 

concentration in the wort. 
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4. COOKING 

 

 Once in the brew kettle, the wort is brought to the boiling temperature and the 

hops are added.Hops provide the beer of bitter components.  By cooking, the 

optimal concentration is achieved,  the albumin particles (proteins) are separated 

and you get a sterile product.  After cooking, you  wait till there is a separation of 

the wort and the hops and hot trub (proteins).  Then you send the clear wort to the 

plate heat exchanger. 

 

5. COOLING 

 

 The wort, which is at a temperature of 98 C will be cooled instantly in the 

plate heat exchanger.  In the first stage, tap water is used which can be recuperated 

for the next brew or for cleaning   purposes.  In the second stage, the wort is 

brought to the required temperature to start the fermentation using ice water 

coming from the icebuilder. 

 

6. FERMENTATION AND MATURATION 

 

 The cooled wort comes in the fermentation tank after a good oxygenation 

with sterilized air or  oxygen.  Then the yeast is added and the fermentation can 

begin. 

            The temperature is controlled during fermentation and maturation.   

            When maturation is over, the beer is ready to be consumed. 

 

7. FILTRATION  -  CONDITIONING 
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 The beer can be filtered to get a clear result.  After filtration, the beer can be 

casked or filled into  Bottles or siphons. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE OFFERED  EQUIPMENT     
 

 

1  THE MASH AND BREW KETTLE 

 

 - stainless steel tank (AISI 304), polished inside and out 2B 

 - insulated with 60 mm thick rockwool  

 - Inside stainless steel 3mm- outside 1.5 mm 

 - cylindrical shaped on ajustable legs 

- capacity : net 2,5 Hl 

- total volume 5 Hl 

 - finished in accordance with food hygiene regulations 

 - bottom slightly sloping to make emptying easier 

- manhole on the top of the tank 

- water inlet on the top of the tank  

 - foreseen with a sprayball for cleaning purposes 

 - vapor evacuation tube with installed sprayballs 

- outlet (NW 50) of the tank on the height of the product pump 

 - agitator with  a gear motor +/-36 t/m and special shaped agitator   

 - temperature control by PT 100, with pre-selection 

        foreseen for heating over heated water ( Working temp hot water +/- 120°C for boiling ) 

 - Automatization of the mashing program  
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2  THE LAUTER TUN 

 

- stainless steel tank (AISI 304), polished inside and out 2B 

- insulated with 60 mm thick polyurethane foam or  equivalent 

- Inside stainless steel 304  2mm-outside 1,5mm 

- cylindrical shaped on adjustable legs 

- capacity : net 2,5 Hl 

- finished in accordance with food hygiene regulations 

- water inlet on the top of the tank , and under the filter plate  

- manhole on the top of the tank  

- foreseen with a spray ball for washing the wort and cleaning purposes 

-  outlet (NW 50) of the tank 

- filtering base, strong stainless sheet, can be dismantled in different parts. 

- The filtering surface has 0,7mm wide slots.  

- on the front, at the same level as the filtering plate, there is a  door so that  

                         the drafts can be easily cleaned out . 

- cutting device with gear motor 0.2 kW,  3 t / m.( frequency controlled ) 
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2. WORT BUFFER TANK   

   

 - stainless steel tank (AISI 304), polished inside and out 

 - insulated with 60 mm thick polyurethane foam or  equivalent 

 - Inside stainless steel 304  2mm  outside 1,5mm 

 - cylindrical shaped on adjustable legs 

 - finished in accordance with food hygiene regulations 

- ( built in wort buffer tank located in the lower part of the lauter tun.)  

- capacity 300 L. Allowing storage of the hot wort coming from the lauter 

tun.  

- Spray ball for cleaning purpose  

- Outlet NW 50 

 

4  THE PRODUCTPUMP AND PIPING 

 

 - centrifugal type 

 - made of stainless steel 

 - finished according to food hygienic regulations 

 - motor 1.5 kWatt with variable rotation  frequency controlled  
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5.  THE PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER 

 

 - made of ribbed stainless steel plates with nitrile seals, double section. 

- wort goes in at a temperature of 98°C, and goes out at 20/25 after pre 

cooling, and a second section is provided to bring the temp. down 

eventually up to 6°C if you would produce bottom fermented beer . 

 - finished according to food hygienic regulations 

 - two sections : for mains and ice water 

 - capacity : 500 l per hour 

- SS chassie 

 

6. THE ELECTRICAL CONTROL BOX ( of the active part  ) 

 

 - accordance with European safety regulations 

 - contains all necessary controls and securities  

                      for the active part  

 - built in alarms and timers 

 - main switch 

- Product pump frequency controlled  

- Temp. regulation system ( including safety devices ) 

- Pressure controller of the circulation water  

- Built into the frame work of the unit  

- Automatization of the mashing program  

 - Electronic PLC allowing the pre-programming of 6 kinds of beer  

  -  System is able to program and memorize the different temperatures and time of the stages 
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7. INTERNAL HOT WATER PRODUCTION UNIT  

 

- Centrifugal circulation pump motor 1.1 KW min flow 6 m³/h 

- Electric heating elements ( 18 kW ) 

- Constant water pressure devise  

- Expansion vessel  

- Safety valve  

- Temp. and pressure securities , and indications  

- Built into a completely enclosed system of SS  

 

8. THE FERMENTATION AND MATURATION TANK 

 

- stainless steel tank (AISI 304), polished inside and out 

- insulated with 60 mm thick polyurethane 

- Inside stainless steel 304 3mm outside ss 1.5mm 

- cylindrical shaped on ajustable legs 

- capacity : netto 500 l   

- finished in accordance with food hygiene regulations 

- bottom conical 60 ° 

- manhole    

- outlet NW50 

- provided with dimple jacket on the cylindrical part and bottom part  

- electromagnetic valve, thermostat 

- foreseen with pressure securities, pressure gauge and safety valve for  

the evacuation of the carbon dioxide,  
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- over pressure valve TÜV approved  

- sample cock 

- working pressure: 2 bar ( test pressure 3 Bars ) 

 

9.  GLYCOL UNIT 

 

- The brewery is equiped with a glycolunit  ENR type008-3.7kW 

- Capacity : 5048 kcal/h – 5,9kW 

- Dimensions : 820L x 615B x 1360H 

- Consisting of : buffertank – compressor – ventilator – silent housing 
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11  THE C.I.P. UNIT 

 

- Free programmable cleaning program ( up to 20 steps)  

installed in electrical control box 

- portable stainless steel cleaning pump (centrifugal,  

type PF) 

- can be connected to the mash and brew kettle and  

any other tanks on the circuit 

- Waste electro-magnet valve 

- detergent regulator 

 

 

12  MALT GRINDER 

 

 - robust grinder on a frame with 2  adjustable rolls 

 - Equipped with a small hopper for the malt  

 - Motor 1,5 kW, 380 V / 50Hz 

 - Production per hour: 175 kg 

              The grooved surface roll is driven through a V belt from  

               the motor. The  other roll has a plain surface and it is directly  

               connected to the grooved roll with proper transmission rate.  

              The inlet quantity can be set by an adjustable slide,  

              placed above the rolls. 
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13  THE TURNKEY OPERATION 

 

- the complete piping for the connecting the different elements  

- all pipes and valves through which the beer passes are made of stainless steel 

(AISI 304) 

- the water feed pipes for cold, hot and ice water are made of copper 

locally upon our   instructions  

- electrical cables and accessories for the connection to the main control box 

- assembling and starting up on site : water test run and the first brew 
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OPTIONS   
 

1 AIR COMPRESSOR + AERARTION SYSTEM  

 

- compressed air 230 l / min. oil free 
- motor 2.5 kW -220V 
- reservoir 100 liters, max pressure: 8 bar 
- sterilized and oil free air obtained over filters 

Application :   aeration of the worth, adding products... 

     Air for keg washer  
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2.            HOT WATER RECOVERY TANK 

 

- Stainless steel tank ( AISI 304 ) , polished inside and outside  
- insulated PU 60 m/m to stock water coming from the plate heat exchanger 
- equipped with a electrical resistance in order to compensate losses 
- equipped with a pump to transfer water to the use place.( pressure controlled ) 
- Temp. control system and indication  
- Capacity 750 l  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3.  LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 

 

- thermometers 
- densimeters 
- different solutions 
- PH analyzer  
- Electronic temp. measurement  
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4.            KEG WASHING UNIT AND FILLING HEAD 
 

- Complete automatic washing system   
- Reservoir withe internal warming for the cleaningproduct  
- Connections : CO² , air , water  
- Capacity +/- 10 kegs / hour  
- Fillinghead +/- 10 kegs / hour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.             BOTTLE FILLING UNIT 6 HEADS  
 
 

- Manual filling  
- 2,4 or 6 filling heads 100,200 or  

300 bottles 
- reservoir with CO² connection and  

level detection  
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TOTAL PRICE QUOTATION IN EUR (VALID 3 MONTHS) 

 

Qty Description Price Total price 

1 Brewhouse 250 SR Copper 67 052 67052

Mash and brew kettle 

The lautertun

wort buffertank

Product pump

Plate heatexchanger

Electrical controle box 

Internal hotwater production unit 

4 The fermentation tanks inox 500Liter 7599 30396

1 Glycol unit  5,9kW - 5048kcal/h 5589 5589

1 CIP unit 4255 4255

1 Malt mill - BS15 - 175 kg 3040 3040

1 Turnkey operation 13948 13948

Total investment FCA Oostkamp 124280

Delivery and unloading not included 

Option 

0 Air compressor 2530 0

0 Hot water recovery tank 8201 0

0 Laboratory 2815 0

0 Kegwashing and filling unit 9955 0

0 Bottle filler 10397 0

Recommanded options 0

Total sum including selected options 124280
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FURTHER CONDITIONS 

    
 
1. DELIVERY TIME 
 
               5 months after opening of irrevocable confirmed documentary letter of 
               credit. 
 
               Completion of works and starting up : at the latest 2 months after the 
               goods have arrived on site. 
 
2. DELIVERY CONDITIONS 

 
               Free carrier 2030 Antwerp, Belgium (latest lncoterms ICC) 
 
    
3. PAYMENT CONDITIONS 
 
               Total amount against an irrevocable documentary letter of credit 
               confirmed by our Belgian bank payable at sight in Belgium as follows 
 
                 -     35 % down payment against our receipt  
                 -     60 % against shipping documents. 
                 -     5 % after starting up but not later than 3 months after shipping documents 
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IMPORTANT TO KNOW 

 
 
1. Electrical power ( in total +/- 30 kW to be provided ) and water supply (3 bar) should 

be available on site where the brewery will be installed. 
 
2. CO2 should be locally available (out of bottles + reducers). 
 
3. A water analysis of the brewing water should be carried out and must be of drinking 

quality. 
 
4. Drain : connecting hole dia. Min. 100 mm as per our instructions , and eventually a 

water treatment can be offered . 
 
5. A forklift with driver should be on site for the unloading and positioning of the 

equipment – 1000 kg lifting power minimum 
 
6. The delivery of raw materials such as malt and hops can be arranged  
 
7. The prices are without transport costs. 
 
8. Travelling and accommodation costs of our engineers are not included. 
 
9. Jacaré reserves the right to change the specifications or the design at any time without 

preliminary notice. 
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR DRINKING WATER 
 

 
           1. TENTATIVE LIMITS FOR TOXIC SUBSTANCES IN DRINKING WATER 
               -------------------------------     ~----------------------- 
                  SUBSTANCE             UPPER LIMIT (mg/litre) 
 
               Arsenic (as As)                  0.05 
               Cadmium (as Cd)                         0.01 
               Cyanide (as CN)            0.05 
               Lead (as Pb)                  O.i 
               Mercury (as   Hg)         0.001 
               Selenium (as Se)          0.01 
               Nitrates (as N03)      
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2. SUBSTANCES AND CHARACTERISTICS AFFECTING THE ACCEPTABILITY 

               OF WATER FOR DOMESTIC USE 

       SUBSTANCES/CHARACTERISTICS           HIGHEST DESIRABLE LEVEL 

 Color                    5 units Pt Co Scale 

 Odor                        Unobjectionable 

 Taste                         Unobjectionable 

  Turbidity                   5 units - Turbidity units 

 Total solids               500 mg/litre 

  pH range                   7.0 - 8.5 

 Anionic detergents      0.2 mg/litre 

 Mineral Oil                    0.01 mg/litre 

 Phenolic compounds    0.001 mg/litre 

 Total hardness (as CaCO3)  100 mg/litre 

 Calcium (as Ca)                75 mg/litre 

 Magnesium (as Mg)*   30 - 150 mg/litre 

 Copper (as Cu)    0.05 mg/litre 

 Iron (as Fe)                  0.1 mg/litre 

 Manganese (as   Mn)   0.05 mg/litre 

 Zinc (as Zn)                               5.0 mg/litre 

 Chloride (as Cl)             70 mg/litre 

 Sulfate (as   S04)         200 mg/litre 

Depending on sulfate content : not more than 30 mg/litre if there are 250 mg/1 S04.              

More is allowed at lower S04 level. 

 


